What’s New
NEW CATEGORIES


Talk Show Hosts have been separated out into two categories:
Outstanding Host in an Entertainment Talk Show
Outstanding Host in an Informative Talk Show



Recognizing the work of a guest actor or actress on a Daytime Drama show there will be a return of
the category of Outstanding Guest Performer in a Drama Series. The performer’s character
must have premiered in the current eligibility (calendar) year and have made a limited number of
appearances in a significant role.



Recognizing the work of an actor or actress in either a lead or supporting role appearing only on a
New Approaches Drama Series there is now the category of Outstanding Performer in a New
Approaches Drama Series.



Outstanding Directing in a Game Show
With a larger number of Game Shows participating in the Daytime Emmy Awards, it was decided
the category of Outstanding Directing in a Game Show should return to the Daytime contest.
Writers should enter in to Outstanding Special Class Writing, as they did in the past.

CATEGORY CHANGES AND ADJUSTMENTS


Drama Performers will submit a Pre-Nomination reel of up to 4 minutes TRT, and it may consist
of any clips from up to two episodes from the 2014 calendar year (previously 2 scenes). Younger
Actress and Actor categories will NOT undergo the Pre-Nomination Judging round.



The Host or Hosts for a Children’s Series will now enter Outstanding
Lifestyle/Travel/Children’s Series Host. Performers in a Children’s Series remain in the
Outstanding Performer in a Children’s Series category.



Directors for Entertainment News Programs can now enter in to Outstanding Directing in a Talk
Show/Entertainment News/Morning Program.



Crafts people associated with Spanish language programs may enter related craft categories. It
will not be necessary to provide English translation in these categories with the exception of
Outstanding Writing Special Class, where it will be necessary to upload a translated script.



Outstanding Performer in an Animated Program category submissions will be uploaded
directly to the Yangaroo system (previously DVDs).



Performers for the Outstanding Performer in a Children’s Series category will now be required
to submit only a clip reel of all appearances from one episode (rather than an entire episode).

